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**Abstract:** Thermodynamically admissible evolution equations for non-equilibrium systems are known to possess a distinct mathematical structure. Within the GENERIC (general equation for the non-equilibrium reversible–irreversible coupling) framework of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, which is based on continuous time evolution, we investigate the possibility of preserving all the structural elements in time-discretized equations. Our approach, which follows Moser’s [1] construction of symplectic integrators for Hamiltonian systems, is illustrated for the damped harmonic oscillator. Alternative approaches are sketched.
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1 Introduction

Time evolution equations for non-equilibrium systems have a well-defined mathematical structure in which reversible and irreversible contributions are identified separately. In particular, the reversible contribution is generally assumed to be of the Hamiltonian form and hence comes with an underlying geometric structure. This requirement imposes severe restrictions on the admissible form of the time evolution equations which express the idea that the reversible time evolution should be “under mechanistic control.” Additional features of thermodynamic systems are the conservation of entropy under reversible dynamics and the non-negativity of entropy production under irreversible dynamics. The present paper addresses the problem of how the rich structure of thermodynamically admissible evolution equations can be preserved under time discretization, which is the key to successful numerical calculations.

Our discussion is based on the GENERIC (general equation for the non-equilibrium reversible–irreversible coupling) formulation of time evolution equations for non-equilibrium systems [2, 3, 4],

$$\frac{dx}{dt} = L \frac{\partial E}{\partial x} + M \frac{\partial S}{\partial x},$$  

(1)

where $x$ represents the set of independent variables required for an autonomous description of a given non-equilibrium system, $E$ and $S$ are the total energy and entropy expressed in terms of the variables $x$, and $L$ and $M$ are certain linear operators, or matrices, which can depend on $x$. We here use the notation for finite-dimensional systems (for example, partial rather than functional derivatives) because it is advantageous to develop the basic ideas for GENERIC time integration for systems with only a few degrees of freedom. The two contributions to the time evolution of $x$ generated by the energy $E$ and the entropy $S$ in eq. (1) are called the reversible and irreversible contributions, respectively. Equation (1) is supplemented with the complementary degeneracy requirements
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\[
\frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = 0 \quad (2)
\]

and

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial x} = 0 \quad (3)
\]

The requirement that the entropy gradient \(\partial S/\partial x\) is in the null-space of \(L\) in eq. (2) expresses the reversible nature of the Hamiltonian contribution to the dynamics: the functional form of the entropy is such that it cannot be affected by the operator generating reversible dynamics. The requirement that the energy gradient \(\partial E/\partial x\) is in the null-space of \(M\) in eq. (3) expresses the conservation of the total energy in a closed system by the irreversible contribution to dynamics.

Further general properties of \(L\) and \(M\) are discussed most conveniently in terms of the two brackets

\[
\{A, B\} = \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \cdot L \frac{\partial B}{\partial x}, \quad (4)
\]

\[
[A, B] = \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} \cdot M \frac{\partial B}{\partial x}, \quad (5)
\]

where \(A, B\) are sufficiently regular, real-valued functions defined on the space of independent variables and the dot indicates a canonical product. In terms of these brackets, eq. (1) leads to the following time evolution equation of an arbitrary function \(A\) generated by \(E\) and \(S\):

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = \{A, E\} + [A, S]. \quad (6)
\]

Further conditions for \(L\) can now be stated as the antisymmetry property

\[
\{A, B\} = -\{B, A\}, \quad (7)
\]

the product or Leibniz rule

\[
\{AB, C\} = A\{B, C\} + B\{A, C\}, \quad (8)
\]

and the Jacobi identity

\[
\{A, \{B, C\}\} + \{B, \{C, A\}\} + \{C, \{A, B\}\} = 0, \quad (9)
\]

where \(C\) is another sufficiently regular, real-valued function defined on the state space. These properties are well known from the Poisson brackets of classical mechanics and they express the essence of reversible dynamics.

Further properties of \(M\) can be formulated in terms of the symmetry condition

\[
[A, B] = [B, A] \quad (10)
\]

and the non-negativity condition

\[
[A, A] \geq 0. \quad (11)
\]

The symmetry condition is a generalization of the Onsager symmetry of linear irreversible thermodynamics \([5, 6, 7]\) to non-linear problems (we here do not consider the possibility of Casimir symmetry \([5, 8]\)). The non-negativity condition, together with the degeneracy requirement (2), guarantees that the entropy is a non-decreasing function of time and that entropy production results only from irreversible processes,

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \cdot M \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = [S, S] \geq 0. \quad (12)
\]

The properties (10) and (11) correspond to the symmetry and the positive-semidefiniteness of \(M\). From a physical point of view, \(M\) may be regarded as a friction matrix.
The Jacobi identity (9), which is a highly restrictive condition for formulating proper reversible dynamics, expresses the time–structure invariance of Poisson brackets. As it is tedious to verify the Jacobi identity, symbolic software has been developed for that purpose [9, 10]. It is natural to consider integrators which leave the underlying Poisson bracket invariant even under finite time steps. This idea is well known from the symplectic integrators used in classical mechanics [11]. Symplectic integrators are known for better performance in numerical calculations and hence provide the motivation for introducing GENERIC integrators to perform better calculations for non-equilibrium systems in an analogous way. Even numerical methods that focus only on the proper treatment of entropy can have significant advantages, as has been illustrated for the Lattice Boltzmann method [12, 13] and for the discussion of shock waves in terms of thirteen-moment equations [14].

The question of structure preserving integrators for dissipative systems has been addressed by several groups working on numerical mathematics and is a topic of ongoing work (see, e. g., [15, 16, 17] and references therein). In the mathematical literature, the GENERIC structure is also known as metriplectic structure, and metriplectic integrators have been mentioned in Section V of [15]. In general, however, the characterization of structure preserving integrators seems to be different from the one given in the present paper. In particular, the metriplectic integrators proposed in [18] do not qualify as GENERIC integrators. Whereas the spatial discretization is done in a fully structure preserving manner (in the same spirit as the discretization of hydrodynamics in [19]), the temporal discretization aims at strict discrete conservation laws for energy (and momentum) and at proper monotonicity of the entropy.

We first review the ideas of symplectic time integration and develop the requirements to be imposed on GENERIC integrators. We then construct GENERIC integrators for systems with a single dissipative process. After discussing some details for the specific example of a harmonic oscillator with friction, we summarize the general features of GENERIC integrators and identify some possible directions for future work.

## 2 Symplectic integrators

Symplectic integrators for the numerical time integration of Hamiltonian systems can be characterized in several different ways. An integrator \( x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon \) with a time step of size \( \epsilon \) is symplectic if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:

- the mapping \( x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon \) is canonical (that is, the mapping leaves the symplectic form invariant);
- the mapping \( x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon \) is obtained from Hamilton’s variational principle by using a discrete Lagrangian (variational integrators);
- the mapping \( x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon \) results from continuous Hamiltonian evolution with a modified Hamiltonian \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) at time \( \epsilon \) (depending on the time step \( \epsilon \)).

In his pioneering work [1], Jürgen Moser constructed a formal expansion of the Hamiltonian \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) to reproduce the canonical transformation \( x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon \). An explicit discussion of the modified Hamiltonian based on a one-to-one correspondence between rooted trees and the expressions appearing in the Taylor expansion can be found in [20]. In a time-discrete simulation, one stays rigorously on the level surfaces of the modified Hamiltonian and, assuming structural stability (which seems to be essential for the success of any kind of numerical integration), those are close to the level surfaces of the original Hamiltonian so that the energy is nearly conserved over long periods of time. In other words, a drift of the energy in time is avoided. A clear and thoughtful discussion of the advantages of symplectic integrators based on a quantitative exponential estimate for the norm of the difference between flows rather than a formal expansion has been offered by Benettin and Giorgilli [21]. Their arguments explain nicely why even the simplest symplectic algorithms often outperform more sophisticated or higher-order non-symplectic schemes.

An elegant alternative approach to symplectic integrators can be based on Hamilton’s variational principle. Symplectic integrators can be obtained as the stationary points of a discrete action obtained from a
discrete Lagrangian without any need for an underlying geometric structure [22]. However, as can be concluded from the idea of variational self-adjointness, the variational approach seems to be restricted to non-degenerate Poisson brackets [23] and not to be generally applicable to non-equilibrium thermodynamics [24].

Among the above three characterizations of symplectic integrators, the last one clearly is by far the most inconvenient one for practical purposes. Unfortunately, this is the only one that can be generalized in a straightforward way to irreversible systems because the counterparts of canonical transformations or a general variational principle are not known for irreversible evolution equations.

### 3 Definition of GENERIC integrators

We can now discuss the problem of integrating eq. (1) for a given system with the independent variables $x$ and GENERIC building blocks $E$, $S$, $L$, $M$. Following the ideas of Moser [1], we define a mapping $x_0 \mapsto x_\epsilon$ to be a GENERIC integrator if it can be obtained from a continuous time evolution of the GENERIC form

$$\frac{dx}{dt} = L \frac{\partial \hat{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} + \hat{M}_\epsilon \frac{\partial S}{\partial x},$$

(13)

where we modify the energy and the friction matrix in a time step–dependent manner, but not the Poisson matrix or the entropy. More precisely, the solution $x(t)$ of eq. (13) with $x(0) = x_0$ should produce exactly the same result at time $\epsilon$ as the integrator, $x(\epsilon) = x_\epsilon$. In terms of the formal solution of eq. (13), a GENERIC integrator $x \mapsto x_\epsilon$ possesses the following structure,

$$x_\epsilon = \exp \left\{ \epsilon \left( L \frac{\partial \hat{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} + \hat{M}_\epsilon \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right) \right\} x.$$

(14)

The dissipative bracket associated with $\hat{M}_\epsilon$ must be symmetric and non-negative, and a modified version of the degeneracy condition (3),

$$\hat{M}_\epsilon \frac{\partial \hat{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} = 0,$$

(15)

must hold so that, like for a symplectic integrator, the modified energy $\hat{E}_\epsilon$ is strictly conserved by a GENERIC integrator. We then expect that the physical energy $E$ remains close to the conserved quantity $\hat{E}_\epsilon$, even for long integration periods. As an additional requirement for the modified friction matrix, $\hat{M}_\epsilon$ should not introduce any additional dissipative processes not present in the original matrix $M$. In the finite-dimensional case, this corresponds to preserving the rank of the friction matrix.

The introduction of a modified energy $\hat{E}_\epsilon$ is inspired by the experience with Hamilton's equations of motion of classical mechanics. After leaving the Poisson matrix $L$ in eq. (13) unchanged, it is natural to keep also the original entropy $S$, because the degeneracy (2) then continues to guarantee a clear separation of reversible and irreversible processes by a GENERIC integrator. In particular, the entropy production rate is given entirely by the irreversible contribution in eq. (13),

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \cdot \hat{M}_\epsilon \frac{\partial S}{\partial x},$$

(16)

which should be a small modification of the physical entropy production in eq. (12).

In summary, GENERIC integrators preserve the time invariance of the Poisson bracket expressed by the Jacobi identity, the mutual degeneracy requirements, and the symmetry and positive-semidefiniteness of the friction matrix. The important advantages of GENERIC integrators hence are:

- The rigorous conservation of the near-energy $\hat{E}_\epsilon$, which avoids a systematic drift in the physical energy $E$, even over long periods of time.
- The strict separation of reversible and irreversible dynamics.
- The expression (16) for the entropy production implies a good reproduction of the physical entropy production in eq. (12).
Construction of GENERIC integrators

In the previous section, we have formulated a wish list of properties for GENERIC integrators. As a next step, we construct such integrators for the special case of a friction matrix of rank unity, that is, in the presence of a single dissipative process. We look for a modified friction matrix \( \tilde{M}_\epsilon \) which also has the rank unity so that we do not introduce any artificial dissipative processes. Our construction is based on a formal expansion in terms of the time step width \( \epsilon \). Like Moser in his work for Hamilton’s equations of motion with symplectic structure [1], we leave convergence issues to future work.

As a first step, we consider the reversible problem, that is, eq. (1) with \( M = 0 \). We construct \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) such that eq. (13) with \( \tilde{M}_\epsilon = 0 \) reproduces the reversible part of the integrator (14). For a non-degenerate Poisson operator, this is exactly the program carried out by Moser [1] and refined in later work [20, 21]. The expansion of \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) must be chosen such that the transformation in eq. (14) becomes canonical. In the degenerate case, Darboux’ theorem (see [25]) offers a splitting of the variables into those on a symplectic leaf and degenerate variables, also known as the Casimirs of the Poisson bracket. In the symplectic leaves, the results of Moser can be applied. The degenerate variables must be left unchanged by a structure preserving integrator (or, at least, transformed among themselves). In this way, we obtain a natural extension from symplectic integrators to structure preserving integrators for Hamiltonian dynamics based on degenerate Poisson brackets, which we refer to as Poisson integrators. Of course, the energy \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) is far from unique because (i) symplectic integrators are not unique, even in the non-degenerate case, and (ii) any function of the Casimir variables can be added.

Once the modified energy \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) has been identified and the Poisson bracket is preserved by the reversible integrator (14), we need to construct the modified friction matrix. Focusing on a single dissipative mechanism, we express the friction matrices of rank unity in terms of dyadic products of vectors, \( M = yy^T, \tilde{M}_\epsilon = \tilde{y}\tilde{y}^T \),

\[
M = yy^T, \quad \tilde{M}_\epsilon = \tilde{y}\tilde{y}^T,
\]

where we construct \( \tilde{y}_\epsilon \) by formal expansion in terms of the time step,

\[
\tilde{y}_\epsilon = y_0 + \epsilon y_1 + \epsilon^2 y_2 + \ldots
\]

To order \( \epsilon \), we have \( y_0 = y \). Given the modified energy \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \), a GENERIC integrator must fulfill the degeneracy condition (15),

\[
\tilde{y}_\epsilon \cdot \frac{\partial \tilde{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} = 0.
\]

We next construct the formal expansion of \( \tilde{y}_\epsilon \) in the time step \( \epsilon \), which is the analog of Moser’s expansion of the energy \( \tilde{E}_\epsilon \) associated with a symplectic integrator. These expansions are rather of theoretical interest than of practical value. According to eq. (14), the irreversible contribution to a GENERIC integrator must be of the form

\[
x_{\epsilon}^{irr} = \epsilon M_\epsilon \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} + Q_\epsilon,
\]

with the following second- and higher-order contributions in \( \epsilon \):

\[
Q_\epsilon = \sum_{k=2}^{\infty} \frac{\epsilon^k}{k!} \left[ \left( L \frac{\partial \tilde{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} + \tilde{M}_\epsilon \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right]^k - \left[ \left( L \frac{\partial \tilde{E}_\epsilon}{\partial x} \right) \cdot \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right]^k x.
\]

In order to construct \( \tilde{y}_\epsilon \) for a given integrator \( x_{\epsilon}^{irr} \), we introduce the matrices \( P_\alpha \) that are given entirely in terms of the original GENERIC building blocks,

\[
P_\alpha = 1 - \alpha \left( y \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} y \left( \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right)^T.
\]
Rewriting the representation (20) as

\[ y(\hat{y}_e - y)^T + (\hat{y}_e - y)y^T \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{\epsilon} \left( \chi_e^{\text{int}} - \epsilon M \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} - Q_e \right) - (\hat{y}_e - y)(\hat{y}_e - y) \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = R_e, \]  

which is our starting point for constructing the expansion (18), we find

\[ P_1(\hat{y}_e - y) = \left( y \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} P_1 R_e. \]  

In view of the identity \( P_1 P_\alpha = P_1 \), we try the ansatz

\[ \hat{y}_e = y + \left( y \cdot \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \right)^{-1} P_\alpha R_e. \]  

Whereas this ansatz solves the projected eq. (24) for any value of \( \alpha \), the original eq. (23) is solved only for \( \alpha = 1/2 \), as can be verified directly. In order to obtain the \( n \)th-order contribution to \( \hat{y}_e \) on the left-hand side of eq. (25), only lower-order contributions to \( \hat{y}_e \) are required on the right-hand side if the second expression for \( R_e \) in eq. (23) is used. We hence have a convenient set of equations for constructing the expansion (18).

5 Damped harmonic oscillator

5.1 Evolution equations

As the simplest possible example, we consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in the presence of friction. We choose the independent variables \( x = (q, p, S) \), where \( q \) is the position of the particle, \( p \) is its momentum, and \( S \) is the entropy of a homogeneous medium causing the friction on the particle. The equations of motion are

\[ \frac{dq}{dt} = \frac{1}{m} p, \]

\[ \frac{dp}{dt} = -Hq - yp, \]

\[ \frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{y}{mT} p^2, \]

where the constant parameters \( m, H, y, \) and \( T \) are the mass of the particle, the Hookean spring constant, the frictional relaxation rate, and the temperature of the medium, respectively. For given initial values \( q_0, p_0, S_0 \), the analytical solution of the linear ordinary differential equations (26), (27) is well known, and eq. (28) can subsequently be solved by a straightforward time integration.

The equations of motion (26)–(28) possess a natural GENERIC structure. Whereas the entropy \( S \) is among the independent variables, the energy is given by

\[ E = \frac{p^2}{2m} + \frac{1}{2} Hq^2 + TS. \]  

Assuming \( T \) to be a constant parameter results in the medium acting as a heat bath. The gradients of the generators energy and entropy are given by

\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial x} = \begin{pmatrix} Hq \\ p/m \\ T \end{pmatrix}, \quad \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}. \]  

The Poisson and friction matrices are

\[ L = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}. \]
and

\[ M = yy^T \quad \text{with} \quad y = \sqrt{\frac{y}{mT}} \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ mT \\ -p \end{pmatrix}. \] (32)

The above equations for the harmonic oscillator with friction can be simplified by dimensional analysis. We can choose the basic units such that \( m = H = T = q_0 = 1 \). Then the evolution equations involve only the single dimensionless parameter \( \gamma \geq 0 \) and we have

\[
\frac{dq}{dt} = p, \\
\frac{dp}{dt} = -q - yp, \\
\frac{dS}{dt} = yp^2.
\] (33-35)

Also the initial conditions involve only a single parameter (\( p_0 \)) because, without loss of generality, we can assume \( S_0 = 0 \). We simply need to redefine \( S \) as the deviation from the initial entropy which, for a heat bath, actually is very large. In the following, we moreover choose \( p_0 = 0 \) because more general values of \( p_0 \) essentially correspond to a shift of the initial time.

### 5.2 Integrators

We now consider integrators of the general form

\[
q_\epsilon = e^{-\gamma/2} \left[ A_\epsilon q_0 + B_\epsilon \left( \frac{Y}{2} q_0 + p_0 \right) \epsilon \right],
\] (36)

\[
p_\epsilon = e^{-\gamma/2} \left[ A_\epsilon p_0 - B_\epsilon \left( \frac{Y}{2} p_0 + q_0 \right) \epsilon \right],
\] (37)

and

\[
S_\epsilon = S_0 + \gamma \left( C_\epsilon p_0^2 \epsilon + D_\epsilon p_0 q_0 \epsilon^2 + E_\epsilon q_0^2 \epsilon^2 \right).
\] (38)

For \( A_\epsilon = B_\epsilon = C_\epsilon = 1 \) and arbitrary bounded \( D_\epsilon, E_\epsilon \), eqs. (36)–(38) clearly provide a valid integrator for the equations of motion. Our goal is to choose these coefficients such that the integrator (36)–(38) preserves the GENERIC structure by adding suitable higher-order terms in \( \epsilon \) to \( A_\epsilon, B_\epsilon, C_\epsilon \) and by selecting proper \( D_\epsilon, E_\epsilon \).

#### 5.2.1 Oscillator

We first discuss the numerical integration of eqs. (33) and (34). The exact solution of eqs. (33), (34) is obtained for

\[
A_\epsilon = \cos(\omega \epsilon), \quad B_\epsilon = \frac{\sin(\omega \epsilon)}{\omega \epsilon},
\] (39)

where the frequency \( \omega \) depends on the friction parameter \( \gamma \) as follows:

\[
\omega = \sqrt{1 - \frac{\gamma^2}{4}}.
\] (40)

A class of GENERIC integrators are obtained by replacing the friction parameter \( \gamma \) by \( y_\epsilon \) with the corresponding change of frequency from \( \omega \) to \( \omega_\epsilon \), where

\[
\omega_\epsilon = \sqrt{1 - \frac{y_\epsilon^2}{4}}.
\] (41)

As we know the exact solution of the problem and our construction of GENERIC integrators is based on exact solutions for a modified problem, the choice of the rate parameter \( y_\epsilon \) is somewhat arbitrary. For a rate
parameter, it is natural to assume
\[ \frac{1}{\gamma_e} = \frac{1}{\gamma} + c \epsilon \quad \text{or} \quad \frac{\gamma}{1 + c \epsilon \gamma}, \]  
(42)
where \( c \) is a numerical coefficient. We assume that the damping rates \( \gamma \) and \( \gamma_e \) are sufficiently small so that the frequencies \( \omega \) and \( \omega_e \) are real. Note that the \textit{ansatz} in eq. (42) leads to a first-order GENERIC integrator.

5.2.2 Entropy

For the exact solution of eqs. (33)–(35), the coefficients in eq. (38) are given by
\[ C_\epsilon = \frac{1}{2 \gamma \epsilon} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\omega^2} e^{-\gamma \epsilon} \left( 1 - \frac{\gamma}{2 \epsilon} \sin(2 \omega \epsilon) - \frac{\gamma^2}{4} \cos(2 \omega \epsilon) \right) \right], \]  
(43)
\[ D_\epsilon = -e^{-\gamma \epsilon} \left( \frac{\sin(\omega \epsilon)}{\omega \epsilon} \right)^2, \]  
(44)
and
\[ E_\epsilon = \frac{1}{2 \gamma \epsilon^2} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{\omega^2} e^{-\gamma \epsilon} \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma}{2 \epsilon} \sin(2 \omega \epsilon) - \frac{\gamma^2}{4} \cos(2 \omega \epsilon) \right) \right]. \]  
(45)
Again, we obtain first-order GENERIC integrators by replacing \( \gamma \) by \( \gamma_e \) given in eq. (42).

5.2.3 Quasisymplectic integrators

For constructing GENERIC integrators for the damped harmonic oscillator, we made use of explicit expressions for the modified energy and friction matrix obtained from exact solutions of the problem. The friction matrix is given in eq. (32) with \( \gamma_e \) instead of \( \gamma \), and the energy in eq. (29) actually is not even modified. Of course, such a construction is possible only for very simple problems. We hence try to identify some characteristic features of our very special GENERIC integrators.

According to eq. (4), the Poisson matrix (31) is associated with the canonical Poisson bracket of classical mechanics. We have
\[ \{F, G\} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial q} \frac{\partial G}{\partial p} - \frac{\partial F}{\partial p} \frac{\partial G}{\partial q} = \det \left( \begin{array}{cc} \frac{\partial F}{\partial q} & \frac{\partial F}{\partial p} \\ \frac{\partial G}{\partial q} & \frac{\partial G}{\partial p} \end{array} \right) \]  
(46)
for arbitrary functions \( F, G \) of \( x = (q, p, S) \). If we consider the definitions (36), (37) for \( q_e, p_e \) as functions of \( x = x_0 \), then we find
\[ \{q_e, p_e\} = e^{-\gamma \epsilon} (A_e^2 + B_e^2 \omega^2 \epsilon^2) = e^{-\gamma \epsilon}, \]  
(47)
where the second equality, which eliminates the details of the force law, holds for the exact solution (and for GENERIC integrators with \( \gamma_e \) instead of \( \gamma \)). A Jacobian smaller than unity implies a loss of phase space volume, which is characteristic for irreversible dynamics. Even for non-linear force laws of non-Hamiltonian systems, integrators with a Jacobian independent of the point in phase space and of the details of the force law have been found [26], where a constant Jacobian is equivalent to the constant Poisson bracket (47). The corresponding integrators have been referred to as \textit{quasisymplectic}. For non-linear forces, the quasisymplectic integrators discussed in [26] have been designed only for problems where the noise associated with the friction force according to the fluctuation–dissipation theorem is additive so that their full generality is unclear. To emphasize the meaning of quasisymplectic we write the following invariance within a constant factor:
\[ \begin{pmatrix} \{q_e, q_e\} \\ \{q_e, p_e\} \\ \{p_e, q_e\} \\ \{p_e, p_e\} \end{pmatrix} = e^{-\gamma \epsilon} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ -1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}. \]  
(48)
However, the brackets \( \{q_e, S_e\} \) and \( \{p_e, S_e\} \) may be non-zero.
The problem of structure preserving integration can also be considered from the perspective of contact Hamiltonian dynamics \([27, 28, 29, 30]\). The details of the contact Hamiltonian approach for the damped harmonic oscillator have been elaborated in [30]. The factor $e^{-\gamma \epsilon}$ in eq. (48) is the inverse of an integrating factor that leads to a variational problem (see Section 3.1 of [24]) and can be used as a starting point for constructing structure preserving integrators.

### 5.2.4 Exponential Runge–Kutta integrators

The occurrence of exponentials in eqs. (36) and (37) suggests that there might be a relation to exponential Runge–Kutta methods (see [31] and references therein). The exponentials can, for example, result from the use of integrating factors. Exponential Runge–Kutta methods are capable of preserving conformal symplecticity, which corresponds to the quasisymplectic property (48) with the proper exponentially decaying prefactor. However, these methods are limited to linear relaxation terms, whereas GENERIC relaxation typically must be non-linear (see eq. (35) for our damped oscillator). The solution for $p$ and $q$ for the damped harmonic oscillator can nevertheless be constructed with a partitioned exponential Runge–Kutta method. For example, the first-order algorithm given in eq. (16) of [31], which is based on a symplectic Euler method, reads

\[
q_{\epsilon} = q_0 + \epsilon p_{\epsilon},
\]

\[
p_{\epsilon} = e^{-\gamma \epsilon} p_0 - \epsilon q_0.
\]

### 5.3 Numerical results

To evaluate the properties of the GENERIC integrator, we consider the damped harmonic oscillator (33)–(35) with frictional relaxation rate $\gamma = 0.1$. We choose $\gamma_{\epsilon}$ according to eq. (42) with $c = 10$. The reasons for choosing a rather large value of $c$ are twofold: (i) if $c$ is of order unity, we hardly see any deviation from the exact result and (ii) because the corrections in eq. (42) might be of the alternative form $\gamma_{\epsilon} = \gamma / (1 + c \epsilon / \omega)$ where, according to eq. (40), $\omega = 1$ is ten times larger than $\gamma$. The first-order estimate $\omega_{\epsilon} = \omega + \gamma^2 c^2 / 4$ shows that the effect on the frequency is still very small so that noticeable effects on frequency would require values of $c$ significantly larger than unity (or $c$ significantly larger than ten). Note that the deviation of $\gamma_{\epsilon}$ from $\gamma$ is of first order in $\epsilon$ so that also the GENERIC integrator is of first order. It is hence meaningful to compare it to the explicit Euler scheme.

Figure 1 shows the position $q(t)$ as a function of time. We always start from the initial conditions $q_0 = 1$, $p_0 = 0$, and $S_0 = 0$. The exact solution for a harmonic oscillator with friction is given by exponentially damped oscillations (continuous line). For this simple linear problem, any integrator produces damped oscillations for $q(t)$ so that the key question is whether the angular frequency and the damping rate are reproduced properly. The GENERIC integrator with time step $\epsilon = 0.1$ (dots in Figure 1) reproduces the exact result very well; only the damping rate is slightly too small. In contrast, the explicit Euler scheme with time step $\epsilon = 0.1$ (+ sym-
Figure 2: Time-dependent entropy increase for a harmonic oscillator with damping rate $\gamma = 0.1$. The continuous line represents the exact result. The results obtained by numerical integration with time step $\epsilon = 0.1$ are indicated by the + symbols for the Euler scheme and dots for the GENERIC integrator.

Figure 3: Total energy for a harmonic oscillator with damping rate $\gamma = 0.1$. The exact value is given by 1/2. The results obtained by numerical integration with time step $\epsilon = 0.1$ are indicated by the + symbols for the Euler scheme and dots for the GENERIC integrator.

bols in Figure 1) produces undamped oscillations; smaller time steps are required to find the proper damping and larger time steps even lead to an exponential growth of the oscillations. The result obtained from the partitioned exponential Runge–Kutta method (49), (50) is practically indistinguishable from the curve obtained from the GENERIC integrator.

The increase of the reservoir entropy $S(t)$ associated with the damped oscillations of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. As the explicit Euler scheme misses the damping of the oscillations, it misses also the saturation of the entropy increase displayed by the exact solution. For the GENERIC integrator, the deviations from the exact result are larger for $S(t)$ than for $q(t)$, but the qualitative behavior of $S(t)$ is reproduced properly. For smaller time steps, also the Euler scheme would reproduce the qualitative behavior of $q(t)$ and $S(t)$.

The crucial test for the simple problem of a damped harmonic oscillator is the total energy $E$, including the internal energy of the environment, which is conserved. For our initial conditions, the total energy in eq. (29) is 1/2 (recall that we did not need to modify the energy to obtain our GENERIC integrator). Figure 3 shows the results for the energy obtained from the explicit Euler and GENERIC integrators. Whereas the latter integrator keeps the energy rigorously constant for any time step $\epsilon$, the Euler integrator with time step $\epsilon = 0.1$ fails badly.

So far, we have compared two first-order integration schemes, namely the Euler method and a GENERIC integrator. How do standard second-order schemes perform for the damped harmonic oscillator? For $\epsilon = 0.1$, both the explicit and the implicit midpoint methods reproduce the curves $q(t)$ and $S(t)$ extremely well; only for the explicit midpoint method small deviations can be recognized. According to Figure 4, the crucial test of the conservation of total energy is failed by the explicit midpoint method where, of course, the failure is much less dramatic than for the first-order Euler scheme in Figure 3. We actually need to increase the time step $\epsilon$ from 0.1 to 0.25 so see a clear effect in Figure 4. The implicit midpoint method, on the other hand, reproduces a constant energy even for large time steps. For the simple example of a damped harmonic oscillator, the implicit midpoint method can therefore compete with our GENERIC integrator in all respects. As a second-order scheme, it is even more precise than the GENERIC integrator. If we modified eq. (42) to obtain a second-order GENERIC integrator, then we would also obtain robust high-precision results.
6 Summary and outlook

Thermodynamically admissible evolution equations for non-equilibrium systems possess a distinct structure. Within the GENERIC approach, the formulation of reversible dynamics is based on a Poisson structure. Furthermore, the friction matrix employed to generate irreversible dynamics from the entropy gradient must be (Onsager–Casimir) symmetric and positive-semidefinite. Mutual degeneracy requirements guarantee energy conservation and a clear separation of reversible and irreversible dynamics.

We have investigated the possibility of preserving all the above structural elements in time-discretized equations. The reversible contribution should consist of canonical transformations leaving the Poisson bracket invariant. Such canonical transformations can be expressed as a continuous time evolution with a modified Hamiltonian. We further postulate that the full discretized equations should be reproduced by a continuous evolution of the GENERIC type with a modified friction matrix in addition to the modified energy. The modified friction matrix should be (Onsager–Casimir) symmetric and positive-semidefinite, and we impose the degeneracy requirement that the gradient of the modified energy should be in the kernel of the modified friction matrix. Such GENERIC integrators are expected to have similar advantages as symplectic integrators for Hamilton’s equations of motion in classical mechanics.

In the presence of a single dissipative process, we have established the existence of GENERIC integrators by a formal expansion procedure. The modified degeneracy requirement turns out to provide the only restriction for the irreversible contribution to a structured integrator. For the damped harmonic oscillator, we have developed GENERIC integrators based on exact solutions. Their most obvious advantage is the conservation of total energy.

While symplectic integrators for non-degenerate Hamiltonian systems can be defined and identified without any reference to the modified Hamiltonian, our definition and construction of GENERIC integrators massively relies on the expressions for the modified energy and friction matrix. It is hence not straightforward to find GENERIC integrators with only a few non-zero terms, or with an infinite number of terms summing up to a tractable implicit scheme. This is a severe limitation for practical purposes. Moreover, the freedom in selecting GENERIC integrators seems to be too large. It would hence be desirable to impose some more abstract structural requirements on the modified friction matrix which imply the degeneracy of the modified energy, without a need to know the explicit form of the energy. Such a construction might also narrow down the large class of GENERIC integrators formulated in this work.

Our construction of GENERIC integrators for the damped harmonic oscillator is of little practical value because it is based on exact solutions. The desirable more abstract characterization of GENERIC integrators might be achieved by a fundamentally different approach to structure preserving integrators based on the contact Hamiltonian formulation of the GENERIC equations in an enlarged space (see Section III.A of [2]). Legendre transformations are then recognized as the counterpart of canonical transformations for Hamiltonian dynamics. Whereas the evolution in the enlarged space is simpler and more structured (as in the case of gauge theories), the numerical handling of constraints must now be consistent with the thermodynamic structure. In such an approach, the natural focus of attention is on thermodynamic potentials and entropy production. Important aspects of the reversible contribution to dynamics (Poisson structure, no contribution
to entropy production), however, require additional attention. Splitting methods might be ideal for that purpose. Contact Hamiltonian dynamics does not only provide a generalization of canonical transformations but also (inexact and implicit) variational principles [28, 32] (see also Section 3 of [24]) for the characterization of structure preserving thermodynamic integrators.
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